
Collagen Presell Affiliate Swipes

Email 1 – PROBLEM/TEASE SOLUTION

Subject: Animal collagen vs HUMAN collagen
Subject: Collagen doesn’t work, unless…
Subject: This HUMAN collagen makes you look young again
Subject: Why skin ages and how to reverse it

What do bags under your eyes, wrinkles and brittle nails have in 
common?

Answer: They’re all caused by collagen decline.

According to The British Journal of Dermatology, starting at age 20, your 
collagen production declines by over 1% per year. And the WORSE 
NEWS is…

Most popular collagen-boosting supplements simply do NOT work. 

Here’s why:

Most collagen supplements available today are made from animal 
collagen. And studies show animal collagen can only boost your body’s 
collagen levels by up to 3%.

Do you see the problem?

That small 3% boost can’t make up for the massive 10% of collagen 
you’ve already lost by the time your 30… 

… or the 20% you’ve lost by age 40…

… and the 30% you’ve lost by age 50.

Which means they’ll do next to nothing to give you smoother skin, less 
fine lines & wrinkles, and get rid of age spots.

If you really want to beat collagen decline – and rejuvenate your 
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youthful completion – animal collagen alone is NOT enough…

To turn back the clock on aging skin, you need more HUMAN collagen.

>> Discover how to boost your HUMAN collagen levels with these 4 
doctor-approved nutrients (You probably have 3 of these nutrients in 
your kitchen already)

Email 2 – collagen alone doesn’t work

Subject: Why collagen alone does NOT work
Subject: Are you being sold subpar collagen?
Subject: Collagen Crooks: Avoid this RIP OFF
Subject: If collagen is missing THIS it won’t work

Is collagen really a ‘fountain of youth’?

You’ve heard the claims of how it smooths and hydrates skin… vanishes 
wrinkles… strengthens hair & nails… and soothes joint pain.

But the latest research suggests most collagen supplements barely 
work.

That’s because they’re missing 1 key ingredient.

To ensure you don’t buy useless collagen, go here for all the details:

>> Collagen supplements don’t work, unless they have THIS

Email 3 – Fountain of Youth in Your Kitchen

Subject: The ‘fountain of youth’ hiding in your kitchen
Subject: 3 keys to youthful skin hiding in your kitchen 
Subject: Smooth wrinkles with these 3 foods
Subject: Secret to younger looking skin is already in your kitchen
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Forget the expensive skin creams…

3 keys to smoother, hydrated, and more youthful-looking skin are 
already in your kitchen.

The latest research from the University of Southern California, Yale, and 
M.I.T. all confirm it.

>> CLICK HERE for the full details on these 3 skin-rejuvenating 
compounds

EMAIL 4 – BLIND SCIENCE-BACKED BENEFITS OF COLLAGEN

Subject: How to reduce your cellulite fast
Subject: Sick of breaking finger nails? Try THIS
Subject: Yale-backed anti-wrinkle solution
Subject: M.I.T. scientists discover real-life ‘fountain of youth’

Is THIS a real-life ‘fountain of youth’?

Studies from the University of Southern California, Yale, and M.I.T.
show how it:

⦁ Significantly reduces fine lines & wrinkles within 30 days
⦁ Minimizes the appearance of cellulite
⦁ And improves fingernail growth, smoothness, and reduces 

nail breakages by 42%

Want to find out more?

>> Just CLICK HERE for the full details <<

Email 5 – Curiosity
Subject: 1 easy thing to fix wrinkles
Subject: THIS morning habit gets rid of crow’s feet
Subject: Do THIS 1 thing for smoother skin
Subject: THIS 1 daily habit smooths out wrinkles
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Are the fine lines on your forehead and the crow’s feet around your 
eyes growing more noticeable?

If so, there’s ONE EASY THING you can do each day to pump the breaks 
on your aging skin, and start looking younger again.

Research shows how it can:

… lessen the appearance of crow’s feet by 15%... reduce wrinkles by 
19%... and bring about a noticeably smoother and more youthful looking 
complexion in just 12 weeks.

Click Here to Discover the 1 Simple Solution to Younger-Looking Skin
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